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Purpose: To investigate the feasibility of using an electromagnetic (EM) tracker to
estimate rigid body head motion parameters, and using these measurements to retrospectively reduce motion artifacts.
Theory and Methods: A clinically used MPRAGE sequence was modified to measure motion using the EM tracking system once per repetition time. A retrospective
k‐space based motion correction algorithm that corrects for phase ramps (translation
in image domain) and rotation of 3D k‐space (rotation in image domain) was developed, using the parameters recorded using an EM tracker. The accuracy of the EM
tracker for the purpose of motion measurement and correction was tested in phantoms, volunteers, and pediatric patients.
Results: Position localization was accurate to the order of 200 microns compared
with registration localization in a phantom study. The quality of reconstructed images was assessed by computing the root mean square error, the structural similarity
metric and average edge strength. Image quality improved consistently when motion
correction was applied in both volunteer scans with deliberate head motion and in
pediatric patient scans. In patients, the average edge strength improved significantly
with retrospective motion correction, compared with images with no correction
applied.
Conclusions: EM tracking was effective in measuring head motion in the MRI scanner with high accuracy, and enabled retrospective reconstruction to improve image
quality by reducing motion artifacts.
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IN T RO D U C T ION

Subject motion during MR image acquisition has been shown
to be a frequent cause of image artifacts and dramatically increases the time and cost involved in acquiring diagnostically
useful images with MRI.1 This is especially critical in pediatric populations where, even in a cooperative cohort, 14%
of the scans were nondiagnostic and 35% of cases had major
motion artifacts.2 It is common practice for a high percentage
Magn Reson Med. 2019;00:1–11.

of children (especially aged 4‐7 years) to be scanned under
general anesthesia or full sedation. Unfortunately, sedation
and anesthesia in children can have substantial risks and also
significantly increases the cost of each scan.3,4 A technology
that successfully reduces the effects of motion on MRI quality could potentially eliminate the need for sedation, resulting
in both reduced costs and reduced risks to patient health.
Some promising prospective and retrospective correction techniques have been suggested in earlier work
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but their clinical adaptation has been limited. Self‐
navigated techniques that are intrinsically robust to motion
such as PROPELLER,5 radials,6,7 and spirals8 have been
made available in commercial scanners. These techniques
acquire the k‐space center in each shot and this is used to
estimate and correct for motion. The primary limitations of
these methods are the limited types of motion that can be
captured and corrected for, the potential for increased scan
time caused by oversampling, and the lack of flexibility
with regard to tissue contrast.
It is also possible to estimate and correct for motion using
navigators that acquire additional k‐space data or parts of an
image at each k‐space line or partition acquisition. Many different navigators have been suggested,9-11 ranging from free induction decay navigators,12,13 which only acquire the center of
the k‐space in minimal time, to volume navigators14 that acquire
a whole image using single‐shot 3D echo planar imaging acquisition blocks. Each of these methods offers a trade‐off between
increased scan time versus accuracy of motion measurements.
Alternatively, external tracking systems, such as radiofrequency probes15,16 or optical cameras,17-20 can be used to
measure motion in real‐time. The main advantages of measuring motion using an external device are that no substantial
sequence changes are necessary and motion measurement
timing is independent of the underlying sequence. Although
there have been several studies on external trackers in
research MRI, clinical adoption has been limited. The assumption that the tracking device or marker is attached rigidly
to the subject can produce inaccurate motion measurement
results due to skin motion. For optical trackers, the requirement for a line of sight between the camera and marker may
be difficult to meet in a clinical MRI workflow, especially for
pediatric MRI. Furthermore, many systems require frequent
calibration to establish the mapping between the scanner and
the tracker coordinate systems, which may be an additional
challenge for the clinical imaging workflow.
In this work, we investigate the feasibility of improving
neuroimaging using an electromagnetic (EM) tracker to measure rigid body motion, and to retrospectively correct for
motion artifacts. The system is based on an initial design described by Roth and Nevo.21 We worked on the system with
Robin Medical to improve its usability in clinical setting by
reducing the size of the sensors, optimizing the materials
to eliminate the B0 artifacts, designing a headband that is
suitable for pediatric populations, and implementing clinical sequences with the activation gradients so that real‐time
tracking is possible. The EM trackers consist of 6 radiofrequency coils and the system uses a mapping of the gradient
system to estimate the position and orientation of each sensor
by analyzing the induced currents on these coils at different
position and orientations. Because the EM tracking system
does not require a line of sight, it is possible to avoid problems of using a single sensor by using multiple sensors at
the same time, as explored in this study. In addition, the EM
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tracking system requires calibration only at the installation of
the system or following a major system upgrade.
To this end, we modified an MPRAGE sequence to measure motion once per repetition time (TR) using EM trackers
and used the motion traces from multiple sensors to retrospectively correct for subject motion. We first tested our
framework in phantom studies to establish the accuracy and
precision of the system to measure and correct for motion.
We then tested the system in healthy volunteer studies. We
recruited pediatric subjects undergoing routine clinical imaging, and carried out additional motion tracked imaging with
the EM tracker in the clinical MRI environment. Our results
show that retrospective correction using EM tracker motion
data can be used to reduce the effects of motion in both research and clinical imaging scenarios.
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THEORY

2.1 | Motion measurements using EM
trackers
The basic unit of the EndoScout system (Robin Medical Inc,
Baltimore, MD) is a 1‐cm cubic sensor, with a coil on each
face that can detect changing magnetic fields induced by the
switching gradients used during imaging. The system does
not introduce any significant heating or B0 field changes during normal operation of the magnet. During system installation, the gradient fields are mapped by measuring the signal
induced in a sensor coil at different locations and orientations throughout the operating volume of the tracking system,
which covers the whole head coil. The mapping procedure is
performed only at the time of installation or when a major
hardware change occurs on the scanner, that is, gradient coil
changes. During the mapping procedure, each gradient is
activated separately with a known reference slew rate. The
measured signals in the coils are processed to construct maps
of the gradient field distributions.
During routine scanning with motion tracking, the instantaneous magnetic field at each location is the sum of fields
generated by the 3 gradient fields (Gx(t), Gy(t), Gz(t)) having instantaneous slew rates (Rx(t), Ry(t), Rz(t)). By using the
measured voltages induced in each coil and fitting these voltages to the mapping parameters, the system can determine
the position and orientation of the sensor inside the scanner
bore. This requires that all gradient axes be activated at some
time during the measurement window, which may be as short
as several milliseconds. This condition is satisfied by some
standard sequences, and additional gradients can be added to
most other sequences to provide robust activation of all axes
throughout the scan without affecting image quality.
In this hardware setup, each sensor is connected to a
multiplexer box inside the scan room by means of a wire.
The multiplexer then sends the sorted signals to a computer inside the console room by means of a synchronizer.
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The synchronizer has an update rate of 200 kHz. Every 10
ms the system searches for an activation gradient in a 10‐ms
window to synchronize the sequence and the system computer. The latency is on the order of 100 ms. The computer
calculates and saves the position and orientation information
in real‐time and displays the motion traces on a graphical user
interface, enabling the operator to visualize how much the
subject is moving. The system is connected to the optical trigger of the MR scanner to know when the sequence starts. The
computer also calculates a cost function indicating how well
the measured voltages on each sensor can be estimated using
the mapping parameters. The cost function becomes high if
there is a problem in the signal measurement or if the sensor
moves out of the mapped area. The mapped area includes
the whole volume of the head coil so this was not a problem
with the imaging experiments described in this study. The
accuracy of the system is lower if the sensors are very close to
the isocenter of the magnet in all 3 directions, but due to the
design of the headband with 4 sensors distributed in x and y
directions, this behavior was not observed.
Because there is no requirement for line of sight to the sensors, it is possible to use multiple sensors at the same time.
The system currently uses 4 sensors attached to the forehead
of the subject using a headband designed to minimize nonrigid motion and skin motion. The use of 4 sensors reduces the
possibility of a system malfunction in case of the sensor malfunctions and also reduces the effect of skin motion. Figure 1
shows the headband and sensors on a volunteer. For newborns
and younger children, a smaller sized headband was used.

2.2

|

Sensor data combination

The system reports the orientation of each sensor by 2 orthogonal unit vectors, and the position of each sensor (x, y, z)
with respect to the isocenter of the magnet at each time point.
First, we use the cost function reported by the system to eliminate a sensor in case the sensor has a malfunction or it is out
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of the mapped region. Using the first 3 points in time, we
compute reference position and orientation vectors p0,i and
v0,i for each sensor i. Then we estimate the rotation matrix
R using singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix of the reference vectors v0,i and new measurements vt,i,
(ie, vt*v0'). We calculate the mean reference position p0 from
p0,i and for each new position pt from pt,i. Then the optimal
translation is calculated as t = pt‐R*p0. For the work described
in this manuscript, there were no additional filters applied to
the data as the time difference between each measurement
was on the order of seconds, ie, 1 measurement per inversion
pulse in MPRAGE sequence. For other sequences, such as a
gradient echo sequence where motion can be measured on the
in the order of milliseconds, filtering the data using a median
filter or a Kalman filter9,22 should be considered to estimate a
consistent motion trajectory.

3
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Imaging sequence
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Image reconstruction

|

Motion experiments

We modified a T1‐weighted MPRAGE sequence that is used
clinically at our institution with additional gradient activations to enable tracking once per TR. The additional gradients are placed just before each inversion recovery pulse as
shown in Figure 2. On each gradient axis (Gx, Gy, Gz) 1 blip
up/down gradient with a duration of 1 ms was added.
The echo time of the scan was 2.17 ms with a TR of 1.56 s.
The field of view was 256 × 256 × 176 mm3 with a matrix
size of 256 × 256 × 176, resulting in an isotropic 1‐mm resolution. The inversion time was set at 800 ms with a flip angle
of 9° and a bandwidth of 200 Hz/pixel. GRAPPA was used in
the phase encoding direction with 2× acceleration resulting
in a total scan time of 4 min and 10 s.

3.2

Raw k‐space data were extracted from the scanner and each
k‐space line (from each coil) was corrected for phase ramps
(translation in image domain) and regridded in 3D k‐space
using the NUFFT toolbox (rotation in image domain) using
the estimated rigid body motion parameters as suggested by
Gallichan et al.23 After the motion‐corrected images were reconstructed for each coil, the adaptive combine method24 was
used to create the final image.

3.3

F I G U R E 1 Four EM sensors mounted on a headband designed
to minimize nonrigid motion, shown on a volunteer

|

All imaging was performed at 3T (Trio, Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany) using a product 32‐channel head coil.
All subjects gave written informed consent before imaging
and all scans were performed in accordance with the local
Institutional Review Board approved protocol.
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F I G U R E 2 Three blip up/down gradients can be placed at any
point in the sequence where there is a 1‐ms empty period, to enable the
determination of the position of each sensor at that instant

3.3.1

|

Phantom experiments

A pineapple was imaged with the motion tracked MPRAGE
sequence. To calculate the accuracy of the EM tracker, 8 different MPRAGE volumes were acquired with a 45‐s pause in
between. The pineapple was moved manually during those
45 s to a different position such that the maximum rotation
was below 8° and maximum translation was below 8 mm.
Each acquired volume was then registered to the first volume
using ITK rigid‐body registration with a mutual information
metric to generate reference parameters for motion. These
rigid body registration parameters were then compared with
the EM tracker motion measurements. Each image was motion corrected using the EM tracker motion measurements
and average images for each method, that is, no correction,
registration, and EM tracker correction, were calculated by
taking the mean of the images from 8 different positions.

3.3.2

|

Volunteer experiments

Six volunteers were scanned with the motion tracked
MPRAGE sequence. A total of 4 volumes were acquired on
each volunteer. Subjects were instructed to perform the following directed motion experiments to simulate a variety of
motion conditions: (i) remain as still as possible for the duration of the scan (small involuntary motion only); (ii) perform a series of 4 abrupt movements, where subjects were
instructed to a move to a random position and stay there until
the next voice command (abrupt movement); (iii) perform
a series of abrupt head nodding movements between “up”
and “down” positions, instructed to switch every 30 s (abrupt
nodding); (iv) perform continuous head nodding in such a
way that subjects switch from nodding up‐down to down‐up
every 30 s (continuous nodding).
All instructions were given verbally through the scanner
intercom system. Before each experiment, the subject was
trained to do each of the 3 different motion experiments (ie,
abrupt movement, abrupt nodding, and continuous nodding)
with motions below 5° rotation and 5‐mm translation. This

training was accomplished by giving verbal cues in a scan
where the operator observed the motion traces in real time.
These values were chosen using our initial work on pediatric
populations2 and on our simulations determining the range of
motion where retrospective correction results in good image
quality.
The raw data from all 4 scans were saved and reconstructed using the retrospective motion construction algorithm described above. The “no motion” scan without any
correction for each subject was selected as the reference scan,
and each motion scan with and without retrospective motion
correction was compared with that reference scan. The voxel‐
wise normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) and the
structural similarity (SSIM) index25 were calculated within
the segmented brain region (using FSL tool BET)26 relative to
this motion‐free reference image. Furthermore, a reference‐
free metric, average edge strength (AES) was calculated
for each scan. As suggested by Aksoy et al,27 AES values
were normalized by the corresponding slice in the ‘‘no motion’’ dataset. Paired Wilcoxon signed‐rank tests were performed to determine if motion correction using EM tracker
improved these quantitative image metrics compared with no
correction.

3.3.3

|

Patient scans

The correction algorithm was also tested on 8 pediatric patients scanned at our institution. Parents of patients gave
written informed consent, and children older than 7 years
old gave their assent. The average age of the patients was
7.9 ± 2.4 years old; the youngest patient was 4 years old and
oldest was 12 years old. The sensors were attached using
a headband during a motion tracked MPRAGE sequence.
Because there is no reference image for these studies, image
quality was evaluated using AES and visual inspection. AES
was normalized using the uncorrected scan for each patient
(as a reference “no motion” image is not available) effectively generating an AES improvement metric due to motion
correction.

4
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RESULTS

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the translation and
rotation parameters measured using the EM tracker for the
phantom experiment with inter‐scan motion and registration
between each volume. As reported in Table 1, EM tracker has
an accuracy of around 200 microns compared with the registration results; 0.121 ± 0.136 mm for translation and 0.069 ±
0.076° for rotation for motions below 8 mm and 8°.
Figure 4 shows the results of retrospective correction between 8 volumes acquired using an EM tracked MPRAGE sequence. The top row shows the reference image (position 1).
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F I G U R E 3 Comparison of motion measurements using EM tracker and registration between each position, illustrating the high accuracy
of the system, in a phantom study. Solid lines show the measurements provided by the EM tracker for each TR, whereas dotted lines show the
registration results. As shown in the right panel, EM tracker results are in excellent agreement with the registration results
TABLE 1

Summary of the accuracy (absolute error) and precision (standard deviation) of EM tracking motion estimates from a phantom
experiment with inter‐scan motion
Translation (mm)
x

y

Rotation (°)
z

Mean

ψx

θy

ϕz

Mean

Accuracy

0.111

0.126

0.128

0.121

0.030

0.049

0.129

0.069

Precision

0.152

0.076

0.183

0.136

0.033

0.092

0.103

0.076

Max. motion

7.45

2.09

7.83

1.88

6.84

3.76

Motion measurements are recorded from the EM tracker at each TR (135 points) for all 8 positions. For each motion parameter, we calculate the absolute difference
between this signal and the ground truth motion corresponding to that TR, calculated by registration between 8 positions. We report the mean and variance of this difference in the table. Both translation and rotation demonstrate high accuracy and precision. The overall root mean square accuracy was on the order of 200 microns.

F I G U R E 4 Axial, sagittal, and coronal slices through average of 8 pineapple scans without any correction, after registration, and after
correction of k‐space lines with EM tracker motion estimates; difference relative to reference position. Both registration and correction using EM
tracker measurements reduces the errors compared with no motion correction
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The second row shows the average of 8 volumes, resulting
in blurry images because the pineapple is in a different position at each acquisition. The third row shows results from
the registration approach, where each volume was registered
to the reference volume using a 3D rigid body registration
and the mean image was calculated for all 8 registered images. The last row shows the images corrected using the translation and rotation parameters reported by the EM tracker,
again averaged for all 8 corrected images. NRMSE of the
mean image (relative to the reference image) was 11.97% for
no motion correction and reduced to 3.65% with registration
and 5.38% with EM tracker measurements. Similarly, SSIM
improved from 0.452 (no correction) to 0.961 for registration and 0.963 for EM tracker correction.
Figure 5 shows sample images from a volunteer motion
experiment (abrupt movement). Images on the left show axial
and sagittal views from the no motion scan. The middle column shows images acquired with 4 abrupt motions with no
correction applied, and the right column shows the results of
the retrospective correction algorithm applied to this dataset. The third row shows difference images of the motion
scan, taking the no motion scan as the ground truth. Figure 6
shows zoomed in regions from an axial slice (top) and sagittal
slice (bottom) from the same experiment as in Figure 5. The

F I G U R E 5 Motion corrected scans
of subject 1 using EM tracker (C,F) is
compared against noncorrected scans (B,E)
in sagittal (B,C) and axial (E,F) orientations.
The bottom row shows the difference image
compared with the reference no motion scan
(A,D). Retrospective correction resulted in
lower errors especially inside the brain
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motion scan without any correction shows clear blurring and
artifacts. Retrospective correction significantly reduced the
blurring in the images. Sample results from other motion experiments (nodding, abrupt nodding) are shown in Supporting
Information Figures S1 and S2, which are available online.
Motion patterns corresponding to each figure are shown in
Supporting Information Figure S3. Motion patterns from all
volunteers performing continuous nodding motion are shown
in Supporting Information Figure S4 for comparison.
Figure 7 summarizes the results of the volunteer scans.
NRMSE and SSIM are averaged over 6 volunteers for each
type of motion. Retrospective correction significantly improved both metrics in all motion types. SSIM increased from
0.91 ± 0.05 (without correction) to 0.96 ± 0.03 with retrospective motion correction using data from the EM tracker.
NRMSE reduced from 3.78 ± 1.51% to 2.74 ± 0.11% when
motion correction was applied.
Figure 8 shows sample images from a 7‐year‐old stroke
patient, getting a follow‐up MRI scan, where an EM‐tracked
MPRAGE sequence was acquired. A sagittal view through
an image without any correction is shown on the top left,
with the retrospectively corrected image shown in the top
right panel; zoomed in sections are shown on the bottom
panels.
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F I G U R E 6 Zoomed in images of the
axial and sagittal slices from the experiment
shown in Figure 5. Retrospective correction
resulted in a much better gray matter white
matter differentiation

F I G U R E 7 Summary of quantitative results from 6 volunteer scans. SSIM (A), NRMSE (B), and AES (C) values improved for all the
cases compared with the original scans without motion correction. Analysis determined that NRMSE improvements were statistically significant
(P < 0.05) for abrupt nodding and continuous nodding (denoted by *). SSIM and AES results were statistically significant for abrupt motion and
continuous nodding

Figure 9 shows the improvement in AES when motion
correction was applied retrospectively to the patient data.
Normalized AES improved significantly (P < 0.05) compared with the no motion correction scans. The mean improvement in AES was 3.7% ± 1.2%.

5
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DISCUSSION

Phantom studies show that the EM tracker has excellent
accuracy, on the order of 200 microns, when tested in an
inter‐scan motion scenario. Retrospective correction using

8
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F I G U R E 8 Motion compensated
scans demonstrate substantially lower
artifact levels. Seven‐year‐old stroke
patient scanned at 3T MRI for a follow‐up
MRI. Uncorrected (A) and retrospectively
corrected (B) MPRAGE using EM tracking
motion measurements in a pediatric patient;
zoomed in sections (C,D) show reduced
blurring and improved gray/white matter
differentiation

EM tracker data improved the image quality both qualitatively and quantitatively in all motion corrupted scans in
volunteers and patients. The data included motions up to
7 mm of translation and 5° of rotation.
Some remaining ghosting artifacts can be seen in the corrected images, that is, Figures 6 and 8. One reason for these
artifacts is the nonrigid motion of regions with fatty tissue.
A fat suppression (or water excitation) strategy would be useful in reducing these artifacts. We did not pursue such a strategy as we wanted to match the clinical MPRAGE acquired at
our institute. Another potential cause is data corruption and
k‐space gaps due to large and fast motion. For rotational
motion larger than 5°, a density compensation or parallel
reconstruction strategy could be helpful to reduce the effect
of k‐space gaps. A reacquisition strategy would possibly improve the results when the data are corrupted due to motion
during readout blocks.
As shown in Supporting Information Figure S5, although
the image quality improvement (ie, NRMSE and SSIM) is
higher for scans with larger total motions (motion score calculated using Jenkinson et al28) the image quality of the retrospectively corrected image also decreases with increasing
motion. Therefore, we limited the motions to 5° and 5 mm.
The images shown in Figure 5, Supporting Information
Figures S1 and S2 correspond to motion scores of 0.12 mm,
0.26 mm, and 0.18 mm, respectively. Motion scores were calculated as mean displacement in each brain volume, modelled as a sphere of radius 65 mm.

F I G U R E 9 AES calculated on 8 pediatric patients without and
with motion correction applied. For each patient, AES was normalized
using the uncorrected scan. Motion correction improved AES
significantly compared with no motion correction scans, with a mean
improvement of 3.7%

Remaining challenges include the sensor placement on
the head and the effects of skin motion and nonrigid motion,
which need to be considered to further improve image quality. In this work, we used multiple sensors attached on a headband. For all of the adult volunteers scanned in this study, the
size of the sensor was not an issue. It is possible that for a person with larger head‐size, the sensor might not fit into a head
coil. It is possible to miniaturize the device by printing the
coils on a circuit board. The accuracy of such a system will
be investigated in future work. As with any external motion
tracking device attached to the head, it is possible that the
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headband could move independently from the brain, resulting
in a reduced image quality. In all the experiments reported in
this manuscript, the image quality improved compared with
the no correction scans suggesting that this was not an issue.
Although there have been other solutions suggested in literature such as mouth‐pieces,29 we found that the adaptation
of these kind of strategies is highly challenging in pediatric
subjects.
For this work, we assumed that GRAPPA coefficients
can be reliably estimated from uncorrected data because the
motions are small. This assumption may fail to hold if the
subject moves during the acquisition of GRAPPA autocalibration lines. One possible solution to improve the results in
these cases would be reacquisition of the GRAPPA autocalibration lines, or a separate acquisition of coil sensitivities
with an augmented SENSE reconstruction.30 The effect of
motion on the coil sensitivities or the GRAPPA kernel will
be investigated in future work. Also, as motion measurements
are not available for the nonacquired lines in the final reconstruction, motion values were interpolated from the neighboring acquired lines.
In this work, we have evaluated the efficacy of the motion tracking only with the MPRAGE sequence. EM tracking
systems can be used with many imaging sequences currently
being used in clinical studies. Currently the system requires
additional gradient blips in Gx, Gy, and Gz. In sequences
with little or no dead time (e.g., in bSSFP/TrueFISP) adding
blips may introduce undesirable flow or spin history effects).
The system can also be used with the native gradients of a
sequence as most imaging sequences already have these
kinds of gradients used as imaging gradients. It is also possible to reduce the duration of the gradient blips. The accuracy
of the system using the native gradients and shorter gradient
blips will be investigated in future work. One limitation of
the sensors is vulnerability to eddy currents. This was not
a problem for this study as the MPRAGE sequence has lots
of dead time. For sequences like diffusion weighted MRI,
the location of the activation gradients should be carefully
selected to minimize eddy current effects. The system also
currently uses a fiber‐optic cable to transfer the induced voltage information to the system computer. A wireless solution
would further improve the clinical acceptance of the system
workflow.
There has been other work that uses the changes in the
measured gradients to estimate motion.31-34 A recent work35
proposed using a similar design of pickup coils with a magnetometer to estimate motion parameters, uses a wireless radiofrequency triggered acquisition orientation of the sensor,
but results in a larger device size. The clinical feasibility of
such a device for safety and field inhomogeneity disturbance
should be investigated in future work.
For this work, the raw k‐space data were saved into
an external computer and reconstructed offline. After the
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GRAPPA kernel was calculated, each coil image took
around 90 s to reconstruct, which can be parallelized to reduce the overall scan reconstruction time. Total reconstruction time was less than 5 min on an Intel Xeon E5‐2680
2.70 GhZ workstation with 25 6GB of RAM. In future, the
reconstruction will be integrated into the scanner reconstruction framework.
Currently the retrospective correction method was tested
on the 3D MPRAGE sequence. It can be easily extended to
any 3D sequence such as 3D SPACE or 3D gradient echo.
Due to the inability of the reconstruction algorithm to correct for through‐plane motion in 2D sequences, prospective
correction is expected to give better results for 2D sequences.

6
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CONCLUSIONS

We have described an EM tracker based motion measurement system and retrospective correction using these
measurements in a clinical anatomical MRI sequence. We
demonstrated that the EM tracker measures motion with
high accuracy and precision, and that EM tracking based
motion correction improves the image quality in both
volunteer scans with deliberate motion, and in pediatric
patients, who have a high propensity to move within the
scanner. As the motion tracker uses changes in the magnetic field to measure motion parameters, it can be used
in scenarios where line‐of‐sight is limited. Future work
will test the system using prospective motion correction in
pediatric populations in clinical practice.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information may be found online in
the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.
FIGURE S1 Motion corrected scans of subject 1 performing continuous nodding. Corrected images using EM tracker
measurements (C,F) are compared against noncorrected
scans (B,E) in sagittal (top) and coronal (bottom)
FIGURE S2 Motion corrected scans of subject 1 performing
abrupt nodding. Corrected images using EM tracker measurements (C,F) are compared against noncorrected scans
(B,E) in sagittal (top) and coronal (bottom) orientations.
Retrospective correction resulted in substantially improved
image quality
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FIGURE S3 Sample motion patterns from a volunteer
showing the motion traces from (A) abrupt motion (B) abrupt
nodding (C) continuous nodding
FIGURE S4 Sample motion patterns from 6 volunteers
for the continuous nodding motion. The case shown in
Supporting Information Figure S1 corresponds to the motion
pattern in Supporting Information Figure S4.C
FIGURE S5 The relationship between the amount of motion and image quality (SSIM and RMSE) with and without
motion correction for all 6 subjects. We have used total displacement (Jenkinson et al) as a metric for total motion for
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this figure. The examples from the manuscript correspond to
motion scores of 0.12 for abrupt motion, 0.18 for abrupt nodding motion and 0.26 for nodding motion
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